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“The measure of any great civilisation is in its towns
and cities and a measure of a city’s greatness is to

be found in the quality of its public spaces, its parks
and its squares”

John Ruskin.



Sherford in context

A beautiful landscape demands

a beautiful town



Sherford Urban Extension



What does Sherford offer ?

An urban extension and a small Market Town . 

The best of both worlds





Sherford EbD Group 5



The Area Action Plan (AAP)

•The result of collaboration

•The foundation for sustainable development



Town and Country. Distinct but unified



Rediscovering traditional town building

Sherford



The jigsaw pieces of Sherford.
mixed use walkable neighbourhoods

•5-6 minute walk from edge to 

Centre

•Fine grain pattern of streets.

•Greater mixed use towards 

the heart of the neighbourhood

•Varying densities

•A central square,market place

and/or High Street

•Public transport through the 

middle

•All daily needs available on foot

A return to the traditional town 







Connected neighbourhoods making a Town











Sherford.  Landscape constraints



The Community Park.
•A unique amenity

•A powerful edge to Plymouth’s eastern growth

AND to the rural character of South Hams



Town or Country?

Town and Country

“Along with the preservation of the

countryside the redemption of the 

town must be attempted. The two

are interdependent; one rises to 

beauty or falls to ruin with the other.

It is true to say that only through the

rehabilitation of the town can the

countryside be truly saved, thqt the 

true way to save the countryside is to

build true urban towns”  
Thomas Sharp



The Block and the Bat





Landscape and Ecology. Achieving the balance



The Park and the Town



The sustainable sequence.

The Pedestrian

The Cyclist

The bus passenger….

The car driver

From home to everything

you need.



Mixed Use. If designed and located correctly

it is a benefit not a problem

•At the Town Centre and neighbourhood centres

•Along the busiest streets

•Overlooking open spaces

•Small scale  at street corners.



Workplaces as good neighbours







‘A street that is

open to the sky

and filled with

people and life,is

a splendid place to

be”  Wiiliam H.

Whyte

High Street Sherford



Tiverton

Totnes

Marlborough







Housing Affordability Mechanisms



Community Trust

“people are motivated to care 

for a home, a house, a place, a 

community, an environment to the 

extent that their interest in it is

direct, dependable and permanent”

Wendell Berry



‘The unit of measurement to fit into

these parameters is any one urban

block and any contiguous block either

built or given consent to build.

Any numbers constituting less than

this increment may in themselves be

more or less than the maximum and

minimum within that parametric range’

Density. The paranoia of regulators

Transect real or implied?



Sherford Code. Key fixes



Surface Water


